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About PiNCC
Progressive political alignment including
socialists, anarchists, Extinction Rebellion,
leftists, Berniecrats, Movement for a People’s
Party, DSA, IWW, SA, Green Party, Marxists,
Trotskyists, Leninists, and other movements.
Independent individuals who do not accept
current capitalist structures.
Creative endeavors including fine arts, crafts,
music, film, writing, performing, and other
artistic paths of expression.
Collective our common purpose is to express
ourselves through our art while also chipping
away at the fundamental ideas behind
capitalism, aka the superstructure. The goal is
to transform mass consciousness, working to
compost the capitalist propaganda which is
endemic in societal structures.
~ PiNCC Facebook Page has information on
our monthly showcases.
~ Sign up to get our newsletter here.

Visit similar groups:
 Sprout Distro is an anarchist zine
distributor.
 The Socialist Artists Alliance is a network of
anti-capitalist art-makers.
 Socialist Art is dedicated to the promotion
of socialist art of all forms, performing arts,
visual arts, music etc.
 INDECLINE is an Activist Art Collective of
graffiti writers, filmmakers, photographers
and full-time rebels and activists.
 Red Wedge Magazine is a publication
dedicated to a Marxist understanding of art
and creativity.
 Artists as Activists powerful Activist Art
that deals with the issues that face our
society.

At the National Book Awards
‒By Ursula K. Le Guin
“Books, you know, they’re not just commodities.
The profit motive often is in conflict with the aims
of art. We live in capitalism. Its power seems
inescapable. So did the divine right of kings. Any
human power can be resisted and changed by
human beings. Resistance and change often
begin in art, and very often in our art—the art of
words.”

A New Cultural Left
‒By Red Wedge Magazine in its Manifesto
“History has now returned with is its wars,
economic crises, and the added specter of fullscale ecological collapse (an ‘end of history’ that
even the most cynical neoliberal could never
conceive). As it has returned, it has destroyed
post-modernism’s absurd relativism. But
neoliberalism has soldiered on. ‘Serious’ culture,
high and low, has come to exist in an interregnum
– neither storming its Bastilles nor celebrating its
Versailles. To be sure, new Versailles come into
being every day, whether it is the Crystal Bridges
Museum built by Wal-Mart heiress Alice Walton or
the new Guggenheim in Dubai, but we are
ashamed of them. There have been battles on the
streets, from Tahrir Square to Zuccotti Park, but
the great prisons continue their operations. There
has been a renaissance in Marxist letters among
young radicals and intellectuals. Young artists are
once again seeking to redefine what it means to
create art connected to the world at large. The
material basis for a socialist revival – both political
and cultural – seems apparent in every major town
and city. But just as the political continuity of the
left was severed from its early 20th century high
point, so too was its cultural continuity. The
neoliberal imagination, with its ‘capitalist realism,’
stunts the rebirth of a new cultural left.”

The Way People Look at Reality
‒By James Baldwin
“You write in order to change the world, knowing
perfectly well that you probably can't, but also
knowing that literature is indispensable to the
world... The world changes according to the way
people see it, and if you alter, even but a
millimeter the way people look at reality, then you
can change it.”
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Hammer and Sickle
‒By Sarah Marie

That is Worth It
‒By Shelley Elise Berlin
"Get a load of her -- Joy!
She snuck out and perched pertly
on the shoulders of Well-being,
who had gutsily planted her feet
in the quicksands of Anxiety
when there was no firmer
ground to stand on.
Yesss, the Rising Spirit
hissed soulfully,
spreading her wings.
Yesss."
Reading this poem I wrote
in happier days,
In that other world.
Literally closing my eyes and
squinching my face up,
trying to remember how it felt,
trying to channel it
through my veins,
trying to feel it,
be it.

“This light represents the finest of all of us: Our
art, poetry and songs, discoveries, creations,
and science. Our ability to pick ourselves up
from a broken, mad, fractured life and feel part
of another, and be part of whatever this
universe is. To have a little bit of hope in spite
of the madly ruthless, even horrific, drumbeat
of history. In the midst of ruin, to discover
some sort of unimaginable grace. To hide from
death for yet one more day. On this, the darkest
day, people will light a candle for all of that.”
―Ruth Ann Oskolkoff, Zin: A Novel

And as futile and far away as it seems,
Even preposterous perhaps
In the context of today
It does work.
It works,
Even if just fleetingly.
Even if just for a moment.
Even if just pretending.
Even that
Is worth it.
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The Secret
‒By Ben Gallup
We’re all given the secret of the universe,
And we all forget.
At least we can laugh about it now! Ha!
I noticed that all day my shoes had been on the wrong feet,
But even then I couldn’t seem to get them on the right way.
Never mind!
At the bus stop, an old man was smoking a joint.
Thanks to modern progress
We can use behavior to describe the mathematics of motion in
bodies.
In my dream, Ramy read aloud from his page,
“What is the difference between a riddle and a poem?”
Six years later, the difference is obvious.
Walking the fine line between madness and the flashing
phantasmagoric void of total lunacy,
I are the honeycomb of mirrors
(Scrupulously, the shrewd detective records the clues while,
scrupulously, he keeps the guests unaware that a mystery is
afoot).
Walls disguised as ways! The nose is bruised!
But I can fly out of my eyes (that’s one of my little secrets).
The floor is made of light
And yet it holds,
And yet it holds.
No one said it was going to be to going was it said one no.
Emac ew yaw eht kcab.
How did you get down here?!
Up! Up!
Now you’re
Really
Lost.
DO NOT ENTER.
DANGER: LABORATORY
Well, whatever. They’re YOUR molecules I guess…
Just kidding.
The fact that no one exists renders belonging absurd, fantasy.
By the power vested in mwe,
Eyes pronounce you man and life.
You may now kiss the bread.

Excerpt from “The
Last Time I Died
(a short story)”
‒By Ben Gallup
“My crisp view of the trees set
against the darkening winter sky
began to blur. The rustling of leaves
in the breeze and the occasional
chitter of a squirrel became muffled
and indistinct. I could no longer find
an object of perception to put any
name to. I lived all my life knowing
where my body began and ended,
just at the surface of my skin, of
course! Now this sense of my
body’s outline began to dissolve.
Sight, smell, touch, and thought, all
of which I had taken for granted as
a unity held together within a self,
drifted apart like hands that could
no longer find each other, feet that
couldn’t find a ground. I was rapidly
losing some fundamental sense of
being, a sense I had never noticed
until now, just as I felt it pull away
slowly like a wave never to return to
shore.
I had lived a life of painful longing
for love, some kind of success,
some kind of spiritual connection. I
had lived a life of hard work and
discipline. The fact of my existence
seemed a problem to be solved, a
demand to achieve. And now I
could see how every night I sat in
despair and wished for true love or
a message from the angels was
misguided and self-inflicted
suffering, a distraction from the
fragile flower of my beautiful life.
The humble, miraculous, and
simple feeling of life, always too
close for me to behold it, only came
into my view now as it was leaving.”
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Art by Ben Gallup
http://beboldebewyse.com
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American Zeitgeist
‒By Vincent Myron Cailteux
When I am alone, I hear music ringing from silence. Behind the walls my mind won’t stop hearing
patterns. The quiet of the night is a drum. Pulsing in my mind. Within it’s silence I see a space that
shows me what it all really is. When we find each other within ourselves.
We feel Nostalgic and yearn for that familiar magic. The comforts of a child’s memories when you didn’t
know that this America was hidden from view by Saturday morning cartoons.
It is now that we need to understand who we are. So do I.
America has always really been this America and I look forward to America actually confronting those
demons.
I wonder if I can claim “Godzilla” as my gender identity. Because GOD help us.
Robinhood has become the sheriff of Nottingham as even the message is baked in on my Facebook
writing on the wall! REDDIT users game WALL STREET with GAME STOP and they stop trading when
they do the same thing with AMC THEATER! Wall Street claims it was Russia the whole time and that
what the Reddit users did was INSIDE TRADING what the hedge funds do the same thing betting on
companies to lose.
It’s the matrix sending the ONE NEO system error message to everyone in the world. The REAL world.
IT IS ALL AN AMC THEATER. THE MONOPOLY OF PRIVELAGE. THE DIVISION OF FACTIONS.
THE FUTURE OF THE EARTH. IT IS TIME FOR GAME STOP. IT IS TIME TO BREAK THE WALL
STREET.
We let half a million people die because a mass disease shutdown would have crashed the STONKS.
And now that the POOR have gamified the STONKS to blow up the Hedge your Bets funds worth
billions it’s “WAHHH! We lost our asses STOP TRADING!!!! RUSSIA DID IT!!!! I WANT MY
BAILOUT!!!! GIVING $600 to the poor was a MISTAKE!!!! THEY CAN FUCK OFF!!! WAAAAAH!!!
SOMEBODY GET MY NANNY STATE!!!! This wugged individuawism is hawd!!!”
The poor baby billionaires NEVER manipulate the market!!! THEY ARE ILLWWEEEEGAL!!!
How many have to see the monitor inside their minds. In the quiet the eye opens within ourselves. The
age of the monitor. The age of the PANOPTICON that stares within to find it’s childhood that is familiar.
That family has always withdrawn closer. GODZILLA vs. KING KONG the last battle of mindless
escape. The hegemonic monitor that reminds us all the days that were. When we did not know. When a
message was unison and we could distract as one.
It’s time to wake up now sleepy heads. We have the good work to do. This is not going to fix itself. I
love you.
This America has always been this America. The ugly and the beautiful. The immigrant and the native
who did not ask us to arrive. The wall and the tearing down. The fear and the hope. The secure and the
insecure. This America has always been this America. Who we are within and what we are without. I
hear the music in the wall. I am reaching in the wall to pull out. What I know we can be. Our better
angels. Our greater vision. Manifested to what we really are. We are together. We do together. We rise
together and wake from our sleep.
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Boudica’s Final Hour
‒By Ruth Ann Oskolkoff
I hear the soldier’s footsteps right outside
From Roman legions that are hunting me—
A mother, warrior, Boudica, queen.
That swarm of angry hornets aims to sting
My skin with fire, piercing me with pain.
I will never accept an end like that.
Now happily spared the brutality
Since you opened up the door to hide me,
Anam Cara, you prove to be a friend,
To help in my hour of direst need
Just as we had previously agreed.
I gift you this torc, irreplaceable—
For your kindness, so it is not plundered.
Help my daughters I pray, speak of this day.
See this vial that held herbs and honey,
Some mandrake, hemlock, needles of the yew
I just drank from—to end my life so soon.
The soldiers in the street are almost here.
They ask about me, going door to door;
‘She has long red hair, coarse voice, and is tall.’
One hour is all that remains. Listen—
These troubles began with my husband’s death,
Prasutagus wanted us to have half
His estate—but Rome wanted everything
Like I was not a real human being.
They took all my neighbors properties too.
I protested, so they flogged me and then
These monsters raped my daughters, twelve and ten.
This bloodthirsty pack of rabid jackals—
It did not bother them. They are the dead.
Their culture is criminal. No goodness.
Only dominance. The Pax Romana
Is simply stomping out plain decency
In the world, removing all mercy.
But our eyes are open, we see what is.
The peace of Rome is just a lie, a jest
So the wicked can swarm over the earth,
Turn kindness into cruelty, bring death.
Thus Druids just made their heroic fight
On the island of Mona, but fell fast.
Then tribes met and decided together
We could not allow these wrongs to remain
Without a struggle. Win or lose—we fight.
We all must take arms against Roman ‘rule.’
I was chosen to lead the daring charge
In which we defeated the ninth legion.
It was such horror. The women hanging.
The multitude of the dead. The babies
Crying as their mothers were killed. The stench.
The burning. The screaming. The bloody deaths.
First the capital Camulodunum
Then Londinium, Verulamium.

Listen close—my previous life was good.
My mind has many pleasant memories:
Camping on the Wensome’s chalk river shores,
Running in green fields, picking spring flowers,
Exploring the sand dunes and pine forests,
A picnic on the mud flats, carefree days
At home with my family in the village,
Watching the terns, sedge warblers and
swallows,
Lessons in cooking and animal care,
Untamed rivers and lakes, games with my
friends,
Sandy beaches, marshes, fens, and reed beds,
The barn owl who liked to sing every night,
Stirring conversations with my husband,
Mundane chores alongside my daughters,
Magical countryside, large gray stone blocks,
Tall flint walls in a nearby Roman town,
Spongy saltmarsh, woodlands, and butterflies.
It was all a gift, all blessed—and now
I feel an unexpected clarity.
Some sudden light illuminates my mind.
Serene as tufted clouds in summer skies
Slowly floating through the expanse of air.
Calm like the lark who watches from her perch.
Weightless like a small dandelion seed.
Freedom. I can float away with the breeze.
I feel attuned to the sun and the sky,
To the yellow oxlip, rosettes of leaves,
Clusters of spring flowers under the trees.
I feel a presence and sense life rising,
Spirit in all things, living soul, divine
Shimmer of being within, so sublime.
Yet my body weakens and breath grows still
I must lie down, the end—she calls me near.
Very soon, I will be travelling there
With the great heron out to the North Sea
To dance with the deep, where I will just be;
Roaming the headwaters and tidal flats
Liminal as light upon the surface,
In waves that crash on rounded marshy coasts.
Think of me as the sun rises each dawn
When you feel that surge of an inner strength
With each ephemeral moment of time.
I know I will be there eternally,
Immersed, one with the great estuary.
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Empty Words
‒By Janine Long
There's a river of blood which flows from these lies

Capitalism
‒By Janine Long
Markets determined by fashion,
blood flows freely in their wake.

How can heaven be a prize when it's love that you despise?
Your heart is a stone, I alone cannot move it
If your God is not evil, it's up to you to prove it
We're God's children too and when you hurt us we cry
You claim that we're sinners but can give real reason why,
You just repeat that we're evil, perhaps then we should just die?
How can we believe that you care when you turn a blind eye

Courting environmental disaster
with only the poor to pay for the
mistake.
Each day we set upon each other
convinced that the other is to
blame, while the wolves just move
on to another and we treat it like it's
a game.

To our suffering and to our hopes for eternity?
How can we believe that you care when you deny our
humanity?
How can we believe that you care when you label us with
insanity?

Nothing exists but the money, it's
not lies if we all agree.
The wealthy must prey on the
peasant, it's not evil if you can't
see.

How can we believe that you care when you dismiss our love as
vanity?

Shallow minds, shallow graves.

Obviously your idea of God differs from mine

Invisible fences with celebrated
knaves.

I can't see this mistreatment and think that it's fine
I won't legislate injustice then claim that we're free

Alone, desperate and in pain.

And I won't talk to you about God's love and mercy
Expecting to be viewed with credibility
If my actions show that my words are empty

Now me must change, not just
complain.
Our planet is dying, our greed and
ignorance are to blame.

Handmade
Card
‒By Kate Henke
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Poetry by eversmiling kid from the hood
Facebook Page: From ASHES to Diamonds

Free A Black Child
Let him know the worth his skin worths
Don't you dare paint his melanin grossly exaggerated
Don't lower his voice
Oh the pride in his eyes
Tell him the concealed truth
An Innocuous soul yet cornered
Let him ...liberated
Stop reciting prevarication to his ears
Let his flair flare
Let the grass grow for him
Let him run down up the hills that
Where forever made for him
Just free the child.

She Wears Pain Like
Diamonds
They said she's fierce
Like a Lion coz they've never seen her
Broken, melancholic
They say she's a flawless like a rose
But they forgot roses wither
They say she rhymes like a dime
But they don't know what built her
What made her "Her"
The royalty she is.
It's in the way she walks
I guess it runs in the family
And gave you the impression "Rose."
She is a lioness,
She is a Goddess,
A rose that never withers She Wears Pain Like Diamonds.

Serene as the
Night Sky in the
Bushes
120 full moons
10 autumns
3 dead violets on my door step
4 poems
From the mountain tops
The Sun setting on its Majesty
again
If sense it make ...or doesn't
All that my lips are trying to utter
here is I still love you.

Pain Will Remind
You
Torture
Anguish
Pain afflicted by words In my head
I remember the days where the
sunlight hit my window pane
I would go out outside after a
raining day just to see the rays of
sunlight crawling out the clouds and
the rainbow if I was lucky.
Sometimes rain would rain without
the clouds closing the sun.
I wondered what was the fancy
word for such a beauty
Burning pain has its own Rhythm,
Pain will remind you the rain is
necessary.
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coronavirus blues
‒By Nicole Torres

eerie sounds
of john philip souza
blaring patriotism
and other screeches
from the glass sculpture store
here on the corner.
i am the lone
figure
on the street
hearing the last gasps
of america.

i try to
escape
into the flower shop
its signs of nature
domesticated everywhere;
and the little transistor
radio
belches out
that same souza song.

Double
Sided
Wood
Carving
By Andrew
Grueter
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Art for a Teacher
‒By Joan Hunter iovino

Quote of the
Month
‒By Joan Hunter iovino

I've told this story a few times, but I have an eternal debt of
gratitude to Gay Reed Braker for her influence in my life, and
it's time once again to thank her.
30 years ago, I was blessed to be in Mrs. Braker's very first
class of third graders. She was an inspiration in every subject
she endeavored to teach us, but one of the most profound
points of impact for me, (a future artist and writer), was her
habit of taking us all outside on pleasant afternoons and
reading to us aloud.
In addition to creating beautiful memories of sitting in the shade
of a tree with my classmates, enjoying the stories that she
would read to us, chapter by chapter, it was she who first
revealed to me the power, meaning, and beauty that can be
found in great art and literature.
Her passion for literature was infectious. She didn't read to us
by rote, or merely recite the words upon the page, she took
them in, she allowed them to move her to genuine laughter, or
to tears.
Produced from this practice, were very real human moments
which bonded all of us, as we communally shared something
that was, in essence, a fictional experience. It was both
enlightening and mystifying to witness, for the very first time,
the important role that the arts and literature could play in a
human community.
Not only did she give me that profound gift, one I still cherish to
this day, but Mrs. Braker's eagerness to share with her students
the joy she herself found in learning, will always be an example
to me of what true generosity of spirit looks like.
As I approach what I hope is the second half of my life, what's
really important and life-sustaining is becoming clearer and
clearer. In the time I have ahead, I hope to live with the joy,
curiosity, and zeal of a child discovering the world again. And I
hope I am blessed with more teachers like Mrs. Braker, the ones
who indelibly deepen and enrich my experience of life with the
knowledge and passion for learning that they share.

“The United
States is like a
glitter bomb of
White
Supremacy.
That shit is
everywhere;
you'll never be
able to fully root
it out. There is
no American
mind that is
truly free of
white
supremacist
ideology,
because as I
said, it's in
everything.”
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